Product Line-Up

**ARROW BOARDS**
- Trailer Mounted 15 Lamp
- Trailer Mounted 25 Lamp
- Vehicle Mount 15 Lamp
- Vehicle Mount 25 Lamp

**MESSAGE SIGNS**
- Trailer Mounted 10" Characters Full Matrix
- Trailer Mounted 12" Characters Full Matrix
- Trailer Mounted 18" Characters Full Matrix and Modular
- Trailer Mounted 2 Line
- Trailer Mounted 3 Line
- Vehicle Mount 2 Line
- Vehicle Mount 3 Line - Full Matrix

Email: sales@LCPSI.com
Web: www.LCPSI.com
Phone: 1-678-339-2326
Fax: 1-678-623-0222
SOLAR BEACONS

24/7 Stop Beacons  School Zone Beacons  24/7 Caution Beacons  Timed/Remote Beacons

SOLAR BEACONS (Compact Models)

- Various Mounts Available
- Single or Dual Beacons
- Amber or Red Beacons
- Programable Timer for School Zones

RADAR

Portable Radar Display Trailers  Pole Mounted Radar Display  Dolly Mount Radar Display

Various Options available on all products